The Sovereign Military Order of The Temple of Jerusalem
A NGO in Special Consultative Status with the United Nations

Grand Chancellor

APPOINTMENT AS MENTOR
Rev. 14/21.05.2008

Whereas no recognized OSMTH Templar entity exists in Egypt and,
Whereas no OSMTH Grand Priory has at present the mentorship for Egypt and,
Whereas The Grand Priory of Germany has, by e mail sent today to the Grand
Chancellor, expressed the wish to be appointed Mentor for Egypt and,
Whereas GP Germany indicates having potential postulants in Egypt,
Let it be decided that, as of this date,

The OSMTH Grand Priory of Germany
is Appointed as “Mentor” for
Templar Organizations in Egypt.
It is the Grand Prior of OSMTH Germany who personally takes on the responsibility as
Mentor. It is within his authority to nominate a “Coordinator” who is running the day to day
affairs and also to collaborate with other OSMTH Grand Priories.
Success is wholly dependant on that the Mentor, the Grand Prior, plays an active role in the
Affiliation process
RESPONSIBILITY
As Mentor, GP Germany is exclusively responsible for rendering and coordinating assistance
to OSMTH activities in Egypt, including the establishment and recognition of Commanderies
and Priories, and assistance and support in the elevation of a Priory to become an autonomous
OSMTH Grand Priory.
The Grand Prior Germany is obliged to serve and support all Christian denominations in
Egypt within the Order’s true ecumenical objectives and tradition.
JURISDICTION
From this date, any other Grand Priory receiving a requests from Egypt shall immediately
refer it to GP Germany, as the Mentor for Egypt.
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COMMUNICATION
The Mentor shall serve as the principal communication link between Egyptian Templar
groups and OSMTH, in the main the Grand Chancellor’s Office.
DOCUMENTS
The Mentor is responsible for the quality of all formal documents and petitions to be sent to
the Grand Chancellor.
REPORTING
As Mentor for Egypt, the Grand Prior Germany will report directly to the Grand Chancellor
OSMTH or his designee(s).
DURATION
The Grand Prior of OSMTH Germany will serve in this role until such time as the Egyptian
entity have satisfied all the requirements for being recognized by the OSMTH Grand
Magistral Council as an OSMTH Grand Priory.
After twelve months from date the Grand Chancellor and the Grand Prior will together
evaluate the progress made.
PROCEDURE
In order to save work, time and frustration for all involved, the following guide lines shall be
closely followed if the End Objective is to establish an OSMTH Grand Priory Egypt;
1.

The individuals in Egypt must be personal members of OSMTH Grand Priory
Germany.

2.

The Egyptian individuals form an entity which they want to affiliate with Grand
Priory Germany.

3.

In close coordination and assistance by Grand Priory Germany, the Egyptian entity
will legally register in Egypt.

4.

When the Egyptian individuals register their entity in Egypt, they have no right to
use any reference in the documents to the identity of OSMTH, such as the
Acronym OSMTH, the registered Logo or reference to International Peace
Bureau-IPB or the United Nations-UN etc.
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5.

Grand Prior Germany will ask the Grand Chancellor’s Office Advocat for an
updated list of actions and documents to be provided, and assist the Egyptian entity
in working out a “Petition of Affiliation” with OSMTH through their Mentor
Grand Priory Germany, with the reference “Entity/Commandery/Priory (select
what is applicable) seeking affiliation with OSMTH through the Mentor OSMTH
Grand Priory Germany”.

6.

Grand Priory Germany will process the Petition, and if found in order, forward it
to the Grand Chancellor in One Original and One Copy, both with signatures in
original.

7.

The Grand Chancellor’s Office Advocate takes over the case, leading the Grand
Priory Germany through the formal procedure of getting the Egyptian entity
affiliated with OSMTH Grand Priory Germany as a sub entity of the German
Grand Priory.
Part of the documentation to be forwarded is a signed Master Agreement by the
Board or similar of the Egyptian entity, committing the Belgian entity.

8.
9.

The GCO Advocat will vet the Petition and in due course give his recommendation
to the Grand Chancellor.

10.

Based on a positive recommendation, the Grand Chancellor will put his request to
the Grand Magistral Council that the Egyptian Entity be accepted as “an entity
(the entity is free to chose a formation descriptive title as “Commandery” or
“Priory”) affiliated with OSMTH through Mentor Grand Priory Germany”.

11.

Subject the approval of the Grand Magistral Council, the Egyptian entity will be
given the right to use the title;
“Commandery or Priory affiliated with OSMTH through Mentor OSMTH
Germany”,
and may use the Croix Patée as its symbol.

12.

Then starts the process which eventually will lead to one day to be accepted as an
“OSMTH Grand Priory Egypt”.

13.

The Egyptian entity is part of the Grand Priory Germany and has no individual
status or rights within the OSMTH, and is obliged to follow GP German Rules and
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Regulations, Insignia Protocol etc. until such time as a Grand Priory Egypt is
recognized by the OSMTH Grand Magistral Council.
14.

The Egyptian entity shall follow OSMTH Communication Protocols, and
communicate with and through the Mentor in all matters, and not directly with the
OSMTH Grand Magisterium or its Officers.

15.

Until the Egyptian entity has achieved the formal status as OSMTH Grand Priory
Egypt, it is NOT allowed to use;
a) the registered OSMTH Logo or any Seals, or the Acronym OSMTH, and
b) any reference to the UN status of OSMTH and/or Member Organization of the
International Peace Bureau.

It is imperative that the Mentor furnish the Egyptian entity with a copy of this Appointment
and fully explains the above conditions to the Egyptian entity and ensures correct execution.
Violation of point 13, a) and/or b) will necessarily lead to legal action.
ACCEPTANCE
By accepting mentorship for Egypt, the Grand Priory of Germany hereby accepts all the
terms of this appointment without any restrictions and will adhere to the decisions of the
Grand Chancellor pertaining all aspects of this appointment.
21th May 2008
Marcel de PICCIOTTO, GCTJ, GMTJ
OSMTH Grand Chancellor

